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FOURTEEN HASHTAGS

TWENTY FOURTEEN

# No ToiletTweeting
# No MidnightMeshli
# NoMultiTasking
# ChewMoreGum
# SurfMoreWaves
# FinishMoreProjects
# FlyMoreKites
# KeepTrustingJesus
# RiskForTheKingdom
# LoveIsNotOptional
# AlwaysBeSoberMinded
# EndureSuffering
# DoTheWorkOfAnEvangelist
# FulfillYourMinistry

@davemierson
STATISTICS? BLAH BLAH BLAH

INSTAGRAM
FACEBOOK
SNAPCHAT
TUMBLR
YOUTUBE
MY DIGITAL NATIVES
HARMFUL, HARMLESS OR HELPFUL?
WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS
WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS

AND ON THE EIGHTH DAY GOD MADE FACEBOOK AND THEN HE SAID “KEEP SCROLLING AND WASTE LOTS OF TIME LOOKING AT CATS, LOL.”

(GENESIS 1:49)
WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS

TIMOTHY, MY DEAR BFF, WHATEVER YOU DO MAKE SURE YOU DON’T LEAVE YOUR USERNAME LOGGED IN ON SOMEONE ELSE'S DEVICE.

(3 TIMOTHY 1:1)
A BIBLICAL FRAMEWORK

CREATION
FALL
REDEMPTION
RESTORATION
ESCAPE TO REALITY

SFYC  #SOULIESSUMMERCAMP
REFLECTION + QUESTIONS

# How do you feel when you get less ‘likes’ than expected?

# Whose opinion do you value more online? God’s? Other’s?

# As an image-bearer of God how can you use your self to point to your Creator?
REFLECTION + QUESTIONS

# How do you feel when you are away from the Internet for an extended time?

# In what ways do you feel enslaved to bread and circuses?

# What habits should you change to show you’re not mastered by the Internet?
REFLECTION + QUESTIONS

# What useless things are you fighting for in front of the screen or the mirror?

# How can you use the Internet to be reminded of Christ fighting for you?

# How can Christian community (online + offline) help you to fight sin?
READ + REMEMBER + PRAY
Phone  ESV Bible  FighterVerse  PrayerMate
LEVEL-UP

ESCAPE TO REALITY

DAVEMIERS.COM/LEVEL-UP
REFLECTION + QUESTIONS

# How much time do you waste online?

# How can you make #DWYL a reality in your life?

# How can you use your online profile to share your eternal hope in Jesus?
ESCAPE TO REALITY

SFYC  #SOULIESSUMMERCAMP
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